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Sonic mixing is a relatively new approach for mixing various systems. The process is used to some 
extend in pharmaceutical industry to produce powder mixtures and pastes. To achieve a satisfying 
mixing quality, the system is exposed to vibration with high acceleration and high amplitudes in means 
of travel. This is commercially realized by using a system working at resonance frequency to minimize 
the power input. 

We aim for a much smaller system size, i.e. the mass of single tablet. This allows us to get rid of the 
need for a system operated at resonance. Therefore, the frequency can be varied to achieve the most 
effective mixing process. A schematic sketch of the setup can be seen in figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This thesis shall bring insight to some specific points: 

 How do the operating parameters, i.e. frequency and amplitude affect the flow pattern within 
the mixing vessel? 

 How does the “flow regime” within the mixing chamber affect the mixing performance? 
 How do different powders react to different operating parameters? 
 Is it possible to find a robust mode of operation which provides satisfying results for various 

powder systems? 
 Can coating or granulation processes be done using this setup? 

The investigation on these topics shall be done using an existing experimental setup, which can be 
modified to meet arising requirements. The student shall elaborate a design of experiments which 
covers the relevant operating range of the used vibration generator and accounts for different powder 
blends. Once defined, the mixing experiments are to be carried out. The blends, produced in this way, 
need to be analysed. The search for meaningful analysis methods is part of this work.  

We offer 

 High scientific and industrial relevance (the approach involving this mixing process could speed 
up the development in pharmaceutical industry and allow to produce personalized medicine) 

 Support from the IPPE project team 
 Desk and office space 

Contact: 
Andreas Kottlan, andreas.kottlan@tugraz.at, 0316-873-30419 
Starting date: January 2020 

Figure 1: Illustration of the principle of a sonic mixer; Tanaka et al. 2016; 


